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Vibrant colours and easy to memorize verse will remain in the child's memory space. A great book to help
kids remember to say NO!
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Great Reserve for Toddlers and SMALL CHILDREN I ordered this publication for my 2year old as an intro
to the idea of stranger risk/acquaintance danger. The reserve is a great tool to begin with familiarizing
toddlers with that concept, and the photos and rhyme-format of the written text holds her attention for the
whole reserve.She also loves the Stranger Risk song on the CD and knows a few of the words. This is a
terrific way to bring in toddlers to stranger risk, and I believe it's informative more than enough that it would
be befitting preschool and elementary-aged kids as well.We also want to indicate that book discusses the
danger of acquaintances and "family members friends," people your kids may know but could be dangerous.
Everyone understands that the majority of abuse comes from people you and your children already know,
along with people who can happen friendly. Not all poor people operate around in ski masks wielding guns,
and I this reserve does the perfect job illustrating those very important points. Good, simple, clean This
books (with accompnying CD) is clean and clear cut. It warns children of what can happen and how to
always stay safe by "not going" with strangers or people apart from your mom and dad. The music leaves a
little bit to be preferred, but the children (4 and 6) seemed to enjoy it. General, the kids got the point.just
enough info for a younger child. Daughter said it doesn't really distinguish between asking a "safe and
sound" adult for help and a poor adult. This Stranger Danger books makes a spot to help make the strangers
appear normal. Good place to start young kids. They also associated dangerous people who have looking
mean wich is NOT the case in real life. Got it for my grandchildren. Child said it doesn't really distinguish
between requesting a "safe" adult for help and a poor adult. An absolute must have for parents, grandparents,
aunts and uncles. This book was a great one! Taught the risks of strangers and was obvious and easy to
explain to any child about the apprehensions of talking to strangers.. Xxx Great read for children This is so
important to read together with your kids! This is an excellent book that my grandchildren know from cover
to cover now. Perfect. My Grandchildren liked it because it had not been scary, just stated who is out there
and what things to be careful about. just enough info for a youthful child Perfect .. We also own the
Barenstien Bear's Strangers book, and the page with the mean searching strangers always frightened my
kids. it was ok It was ok, however the rhyming phrases sometimes managed to get awkward to emphasize
the point... The CD sing along was a pleasant addition!.. Stranger Danger Great book with catchy phrases. I
gave it 3 stars as the Kindle e-book pics are so little! So frustrating to discover that.. A good beginning book
about strangers. Great Book! I highly recommend this publication to parents with young children who like to
read..
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